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DISCUSSION SESSIONS

DS 1 ENERGY POLICIES IN THE TRANSITION PERIOD. POWER SUPPLY SECURITY

TERMS OF REFERENCE
> Long and medium term scenarios for the development of the energy sector in the region
> Implementation of  the UE regulations regardind the development and operation of the transmision grids 
for the electricity internal energy market in Europe 
> Europe Energy Union and the integrated plans for energy and environment

DS 2 ENERGY MARKET IN THE TRANSITION PERIOD; INTEGRATION OF RENEWABLE SOURCES

TERMS OF REFERENCE
> Perspectives on market design
> Evolution of the natural gas market
> Load forecasting
> Performance of energy market
> Balancing markets; Ancillary Services Market
> The green certificates market
> Increased penetration of distributed energy resources and energy market 
> Energy storage in the energy systems
> New hydro technologies

DS 3 ENERGY EFFICIENCY: SOLUTIONS, COSTS, BENEFITS

TERMS OF REFERENCE
> Regional energy e�ciency; smart cities
> Promoting high e�ciency cogeneration
> Reduction of losses in transport and distribution networks
> Modern technologies, with high energy e�ciency, in the final consumption sectors
> Market development for energy services
> The role of scientific research in increasing energy e�ciency;
> Improving the professional training of energy managers, energy auditors, other field specialists 

The WEC Central & Eastern Europe Energy Forum, organized 
every two years, is the most important regional event and 
exhibition hosted by the Romanian National Committee of the 
World Energy Council (WEC/RNC). It serves as a reference for 
energy specialists in Central and Eastern Europe. The Forum will 
be organized under the auspices of the Romanian Government, 
with the coordination by the World Energy Council and the kind 
support of the WEC Member Committees (WEC MCs)  in 
Central and Eastern Europe.

The 15th Edition of the Forum - FOREN 2020, with the theme 
“Energy transition in South East Europe: Opportunities, 
Challenges and Perspective”, will be held in Vox Maris Grand 
Resort, Costinesti, Romania, during 6-10 September 2020.  
The event will focus on the main challenges, developments and 
opportunities of the CEE power industry for a sustainable 

development. The Forum attracts top o�cials from ministers, 
governments, academia, energy leaders from national and 
European international companies, experts in energy and 
environment issues, representatives of media.

The Programme of the Forum will include Keynote speeches 
from noteworthy policy makers and businessmen in the CEE 
region, Round Tables on the latest accomplishments in the 
energy field, Special Events, hundreds of technical papers 
presented within the five Discussion Sessions, technical visits 
and social events.

A main feature of the Technical Programme is the discussion 
sessions and poster session, during which the most provocative 
concepts will be presented, as follows:
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DS 4 OIL AND GAS: CONVENTIONAL AND UNCONVENTIONAL

TERMS OF REFERENCE

> Conventional and unconventional gas and oil, exploration and exploitation
> Resources and new exploration perimeters 
> Modern technologies and equipment in upstream, middle stream, downstream operations
> Storage, transport and distribution of gas, oil and petroleum products
> Transport infrastructure, digitalization and intelligent networks
> The development of LNG infrastructure;
> Pricing policy and global market
> Environmental impact and decarbonization in oil and gas industry

DS 5A NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY FOR POWER PLANT 

TERMS OF REFERENCE
> The EU Energy Union and the role of nuclear power plants
> New nuclear technologies for electricity generation (ALFRED, SMR, Thoriu, fusion), (ICN and IFA)
> Nuclear safety and the role of CNCAN
> The economic impact of the projects in the nuclear field (U3 and U4, U1 and U2 recovery, debris). 
> Models of scenarios of evolution of the nuclear field in the energy system.

DS 5B CLEAN COAL TECHNOLOGIES 

TERMS OF REFERENCE
> Clean coal technologies
> Coal resources
> Modern methods of coal mining
> Environmental challenges
> Capture and storage of carbon dioxide
> National potential for exploitation and e�cient use of local coal resources
> The future of coal in Europe

> Increase public awareness (particularly among young  people) on energy e�ciency issues; Role of schools, 
state institutions, media 
> The role of tari�s, subsidies, financial and fiscal incentives 
> The costs of energy e�ciency
> Energy-e�cient and environmentally friendly solutions for the production, transport and distribution of heat (heat).
> "Decarbonizing" the heating of localities by using renewable energy sources.
> Cogeneration versus individual heating in urban agglomerations

KEY TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION SESSIONS

Oil & Gas Clean Coal PowerRenewablesNuclear Energy
Accessibility

Grid
Technology

Environmental
Issues

Hydro
Disruptive
Innovative
Solutions
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SUBMITTING PROCEDURE FOR PAPERS AND POSTERS

FOREN 2020 Organizing Committee is delighted to invite representatives from the World Energy Council, WEC MCs, WEC/RNC 
members and other specialists from the national and international energy community, to submit papers for discussion and poster sessions, 
thus sharing their views with other participants and contributing to the technological development of the regional and European energy 
sector. Selected papers will be delivered by the authors to be distributed to all participants during the Forum on USB flash drives.
 

ABSTRACT
> In the abstract, the author(s) will specify the original aspects of the paper: personal achievements, original approach of 
a theme, a.s.o. The abstract (no more than 100 words) must be written in English and the paper original language, if it is 
other than English.
> The abstract will be written in Italics (10pts), centered left – right 1cm with Format – Paragraph.
> Keywords: words which are representative for the paper.

INTRODUCTION
> The title, „Introduction”, will be numbered; it will be written in small characters (12 pts), bold.
> In the introduction to the paper, the author(s) will specify the present stage of the branch researches (by quoting the 
adequate bibliography) and will specify the purpose of the paper.

PAPER CONTENTS
> The content of the paper must be written in English.
> The chapter titles will be numbered, if necessary, and will be written in small characters (12 pts), bold.
> The presentation will be clear and concise, and the symbols used therein will be specified in a symbol list (if necessary). 
> In the paper it will be used the measurement units International System. No commercial or promotional papers are allowed 
to be published.

EQUATIONS
> The equations will be aligned to the right and written with the equations editor; set size 12, 10, 7, 18, 12; style: italics variable, 
LC Greek, italics.

TABLES
> The table will be written in small characters (10 pts). The table title will be centered, bold and its name will be written 
in italics (10 pts), aligned to the right.

FIGURES
> The figures will be centered. The legend will be written with 10 pts characters.
> The figures will have a centered legend (10 pts).

CONCLUSIONS
> The paper will end with a conclusion paragraph in which the author (s) will specify the original results obtained and their 
possible applications (if any).
> The title „Conclusions” will be numbered, it will be written in small characters (12 pts), bold, centered.

REFERENCES
> The bibliography will respect the quotation within the text it will be numbered currently and the text quotations 
will be made in square brackets,  e.g. [1].
> In the bibliography the author (s) will make the following compulsory specifications: their first name initials and their family 
name, the title of the book, the printing house, the place and the year of the periodical in which it was published, the number 
(month), the volume (bold), the year, the paper first and last page. The author (s) first and family name will be written 
in italics (10 pts).
> The books and articles published in Romanian will be written in Romanian and translated in English between parentheses.
> Links to Internet websites are also accepted

 

 

PAPER PREPARATION GUIDELINES
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POSTERS
> A Poster Session will also be an integral part of the Forum. 
> Authors are invited to submit non commercial posters on state-of-the-art technologies and on the most innovative 
projects in the energy and energy-related sectors. The Poster Session will be held in the Expo Area which will ensure 
high visibility for the accepted submissions.
> Posters must be submitted in MS Word format, in English.
> Posters should follow the guidelines given to the authors by e-mail or downloaded from the Forum website. 
> The Papers submitted for the poster session a self-contained one page Executive Summary outlining  the aims, scope, 
core findings and conclusions of the paper. 

    IMPORTANT DEADLINES

 
CONTACTS FOR SUBMITTING OF PAPERS AND POSTERS

>The Papers and Posters files for the WEC Central & Eastern Europe Energy Forum FOREN 2020 shall be submitted by 
accessing the following link*: https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/FOREN2020/ 
> The Paper Submission Form and Copyright Transfer Form** must be filled, signed and sent at papersforen@cnr-cme.ro   

*Paper and Posters submissions are managed with Microsoft CMT software. If you don’t have a CMT account, please make sure 
you first create an account to register and then access the link above. 
** Paper Submission Form and Copyright Transfer Form can be downloaded from http://cnr-cme.ro/en/foren-2020-en/ 
*** For any other inquires, please contact us at foren2020@cnr-cme.ro   

 

 

    PUBLISHING AND INDEXING

> The papers submitted will be evaluated and selected by the members of the WEC/RNC Scientific Council and by FOREN 
Technical Program Committee.
> The papers will be published in EMERG - Energy. Environment. E�ciency. Resources. Globalization, BDI indexed.
> The WEC/RNC Secretariat will retain the copyright to all accepted papers and will authorize suitable reproduction 
upon request
> The author that presents the paper will have a 10% discount of the participation fee. PhD students that present the paper
have a 50% discount of the participation fee (if they register until 30th of June).

PRESENTER ATTENDANCE AT THE FORUM 
> At least one author of an accepted paper or poster must register for the Forum, pay the appropriate fee and attend 
the Forum to present the paper or poster. One registration fee can cover up to 2 papers / posters only.

 Paper and Poster Submission Starts:     
  Paper and Poster Submission Closure:                
  Selected Papers Notification:           
  Registration for authors:                           
         

    1 NOVEMBER 2019
               30 APRIL 2020

          22 MAY 2020
                           15 JUNE 2020

WEC CENTRAL & EASTERN EUROPE REGIONAL ENERGY FORUM SECRETARIAT – FOREN 2020
Romanian National Committee of the World Energy Council

Address: 1-3 Lacul Tei Blvd., Bucharest 2, 020371, Romania
Tel.: +40372 821 475; +40372 821 476; E-mail: foren2020@cnr-cme.ro;  

Website: www.cnr-cme.ro/foren2020
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